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Abstract
Classical parameterization techniques in Speaker Identification tasks use the
codification of the power spectral density of speech as a whole, not
discriminating between articulatory features due to the dynamics of vocal
tract (acoustic-phonetics) and those contributed by the glottal source.
Through the present paper a study is conducted to separate voicing
fragments of speech into vocal and glottal components, dominated
respectively by the vocal tract transfer function estimated adaptively to track
the acoustic-phonetic sequence of the message, and by the glottal
characteristics of the speaker and the phonation gesture. In this way
information which is conveyed in both components depending in different
degree on message and biometry is estimated and treated differently to be
fused at the time of template composition. The methodology to separate both
components is based on the decorrelation hypothesis between vocal and
glottal information and it is carried out using Joint Process Estimation. This
methodology is briefly discussed and its application on vowel-like speech is
presented as an example to observe the resulting estimates both in the time
as in the frequency domain. The parameterization methodology to produce
representative templates of the glottal and vocal components is also
described. Speaker Identification experiments conducted on a wide database
of 240 speakers is also given with comparative scorings obtained using
different parameterization strategies. The results confirm the better
performance of de-coupled parameterization techniques compared against
approaches based on full speech parameterization.
Introduction
Forensic Sciences in relation with Security Applications are experiencing a
strong expansion nowadays. Among the different technologies included into
the term, Speech Processing and Recognition is one of most relevance due to
the inlcreasing role and ubiquity that these play in Human Communication.

The widespread use of new technologies (cellular telephony, IP voice, voicemanaged services, etc.) make the task even more complex. The present paper
is oriented to explore the applicability of basic Speech Processing
capabilities to the Forensic Analysis of Voice [8] as reflected in Figure 1.

Figure 1.

Experimental framework in Speech Processing for Forensic Studies

The main premise in any Forensic Speech Analysis framework is ultimately
oriented to facilitate expert judgment. This is due to the enormous
complexity of the process, involving analysis from the integrity of the
recordings and media to high levels of linguistic and semantic analysis. The
judgment demands large amounts of information which is to be supplied to
an expert or a team of experts with enough accreditation in the capabilities
required to produce reliable reports. Under this point of view the role of any
Experimental Framework would be that of providing the expert with enough
information at the different levels where judgment is to be supported upon:
Acoustic-Phonetic, Phonologic, Morphologic, Prosodic, Emotional,
Idiolectal, Dialectal, etc. These rich levels will demand the strong cooperation of Engineering and Linguistics in close contact, therefore
multidisciplinarity is mandatory. These considerations are reflected in the
sketch of Figure 1, where speech recorded or stored is deconstructed under
the first levels of analysis: Biometrical and Acoustical, in such a way that

the information extracted from these levels can be directly used by experts,
as well as fed to other classification levels. These may include Speech,
Speaker and Emotion Detection, Phonetic-Acoustic Decoding, Broad Class
Phonetic Labelling, etc. These tasks may be fulfilled by more or less
automatic pattern recognition engines. The information supplied at these
different levels will be scored and supplied to the expert as LR statistics or
similar for further judgment. Other aspects of the analysis will include
automatic classification under the Idiolectal, Dialectal and Geographical
Information Systems using Data Mining Techniques. These scores will also
be supplied for further judgment.
Separating Glottal Source and Vocal Tract
The present work will summarize briefly the possibilities offered at the
Biometrical and Acoustical levels by the application of voiced speech
analysis tools capable of splitting vocal from glottal information [3]. The
Graphical User interface of one such tool is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Graphical User Interface of the tool GLOTTEX® glottal source
separation and parameterization [7]

The advantages of this split open the possibility of independently studying
vocal and glottal components. It is well known that the vocal tract transfer
function expressed by its resonances (formants) is of great interest for the
biometrical characterization of the speaker [5][8][9]. The glottal source

descriptions in the time or frequency domain are well known for their
capability of expressing speech pathology [2]. But as both correlates, vocal
and glottal, appear intermingled in the acoustic recording of speech,
techniques relying on the analysis of the acoustic record of full voice resent
from this juxtaposition and blurring and become less efficient. A good
approach will be to split voice into vocal tract and glottal source information
for further analysis with current automatic pattern recognition engines.
Materials and Methods
The splitting of voiced speech into glottal and vocal components is a fruitful
methodology, as a brief examination to Figure 3 will help us to conclude.
The template presents the
formants of a voiced
speech segment extracted
from Linear Predictive
Coding as used in vocal
from glottal separation. On
top (dot line), the power
spectral density of the
acoustic record (full voice)
may be observed. It is
relatively common to see
this plot mistaken as the
Figure 3. Separation of the vocal tract and vocal
tract
transfer
glottal source by Adaptive Linear Prediction. It function, but this is not true
may be seen that the glottal formant has been anymore. The first peak
removed, and that the formants of the input speech observed and encircled
trace have been balanced, which higher formants
corresponds to the so called
above lower ones.
“glottal formant”, and thus
can not be considered contributed by a true vocal tract resonance. When the
glottal source is removed the bottom curve (thin line) can be associated to
the vocal tract transfer function. Interestingly, the first true formant of the
vocal tract (also encircled) is now lower in strength than the second true
formant, as the spectral tilt introduced by the glottal source faded this
difference. The same may be said from formants at higher frequencies, as for
example the one around 10 kHz, which may exhibit an intensity comparable
to the lower ones. Therefore formant estimations using this technique will be
much more reliable and robust. But these are not the only benefits
achievable, as the glottal source analysis is quite rich for biometrical speaker
recognition and pathology detection. In fact a work by Plumpe et al. [6]

signalled
this
possibility several
years ago proposing
the extraction of the
L-F pattern of the
glottal source [1] for
speaker
identification
purposes. The main
difficulty found in
doing so comes from
the production of
good glottal source
estimates.
Voice
Figure 4. Time domain traces. From top to bottom: splitting can grant
input speech sl(n), inverse filtering error eg(n), pulse-train this, as shown in
response of the vocal tract sv(n) and glottal estimate sg(n)
Figure 4. In this
picture the results of applying voice splitting to a phonation trace can be
appreciated from top to bottom templates, showing the acoustic voice record,
the inverse filtering error residual, the vocal tract impulse response, and the
reconstructed glottal source. A close-up view of two cycles of the glottal
source for a different phonation are given in Figure 5 for detailed inspection.

Figure 5. Glottal Source reconstruction (two consecutive cycles), showing the
estimates of the Average Acoustic Wave, the Mucosal Wave Correlate and the
first derivative of this last signal. The Open and Close Quotients are given as
absolute and relative values.

In this case two neighbour glottal source cycles (starting at the glottal
closure instant) obtained from GLOTTEX® are plotted for the purpose of

biometrical timedomain analysis.
Open and Close
Quotients
are
given as absolute
time evaluations or
relative to the
phonation
cycle
duration.
The
Opening
and
Closing
instants
are highlighted as
well. Aspects as
vocal
fold
asymmetry
in
vibration may be
easily examined.
Besides for timeFigure 6. a) General framework to separate vocal from
domain
analysis
glottal characteristics by adaptive joint estimation. b)
GLOTTEX®
is
Parameterization scheme used in the experiments.
designed to offer
frequency domain parameterization of the glottal source (glottal signature),
common distortion parameters (pitch, jitter, shimmer, harmonics-noise
ratio), and biomechanical parameters (fold mass and tension estimates). The
before mentioned separation technique has been also used for speaker
identification purposes according to the general framework summarized in
Figure 6. In the upper template (a) the signal processing line for vocal and
glottal separation is explained. It consists in a radiation compensation filter,
followed by an inverse filter to eliminate the vocal tract resonances. The devocalized speech is jointly estimated in contrast to the radiationcompensated speech by a lattice-ladder adaptive structure, producing
estimates of the vocal tract impulse response and the glottal residual. In the
lower template (b) both estimates are integrated and transformed to the
frequency domain by FFT. The mel-cepstrum coefficients for both
components are obtained, 14 for the vocal component and 8 for the glottal
one. Estimates of the pitch and the logarithm of the energy are produced as
well. With these parameters a characteristic vector is constructed and tested
by a Gaussian Mixture Model Set.

Results and Discussion
The performance of this methodology was checked in the following context:
a database including a wide representation of the phonetic articulation and
the glottal characteristics for 240 speakers [4] with a good description of
intra- and inter-speaker variability. The data set was divided into 176
speakers used for
modelling during the
training phase, and
64 speakers serving
as impostors during
the test phase. The
training dataset is
composed by 10
sentences per each
of the modelled
speakers comprising
approximately
30
sec. of speech. The
testing set consisted
in 10 sentences per
Figure 7. Comparison of the identification results from known speaker as
the combined parameterization of raw speech, vocal tract well as 10 sentences
from each impostor
and glottal source against the baseline (full voice).
speaker,
each
sentence lasting 4 sec for both groups. Training and testing sets for each
speaker are based on different sentences. The training session produced
Gaussian Mixture Models for each modelled speaker of order k={16, 32, 64,
128, 256, 512} the testing set was processed in a closed-set setup and the
scores recorded in relation to the log-likelihood threshold θ used for each
experiment. The baseline procedure for comparison used a characteristic
vector composed of 14 mel-cepstrum coefficients plus estimations of pitch
and the log of energy and the optimum classifier among the mentioned
values of k corresponding to order k=64 was used as contrast. The
comparison results are given in Figure 7. It may be seen that GMM model
orders of k=64, 32 or 128 combining vocal and glottal information surpass
the best results obtained using full voice. The best equal error rate is of
0.35% False Acceptances and False Rejections.
Conclusions
Through the present paper the separation of vocal and glottal information
present in voiced speech is proposed as a technique to: enhance vocal tract

transfer functions based on formant spectra, produce robust estimates of the
glottal source and enhance speaker identification results from fusion
parameter cocktails including split vocal and glottal estimations. In speaker
identification tasks this methodology improves the best method based on raw
speech in a 50% over equal error rates. The methodology can be used in
biometric systems, forensics and secure access applications, among others.
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